THE NEED FOR SOCIALIZATION

The socialization period in companion animals is the time when they are most open to learning about their environment, their littermates, mother and other animals of their species, humans and other species. It is a time in the life of a puppy or kitten where providing diverse, positive experiences can prevent the development of fearful responses and subsequent behavioral problems.1,2

Dogs who had more social contacts or attended puppy classes before twelve weeks of age were less likely to develop fearful or aggressive behavior.3,4 Conversely, puppies and kittens dogs who lacked early non-fearful exposure to a range of environments, people, animals may become afraid and avoid these situations.5,6 In general, animals reared in barren environments (both socially and physically) are unable to deal effectively with the environment and activities a normal companion animal will experience.7,8,9

Socialization must be carried out in a manner that is mindful of the risk of disease and injury—however these risks can be managed and should not preclude provision of appropriate socialization experiences as described below.10

THE SENSITIVE PERIOD

A sensitive period is a period of time when animals are most able to benefit from exposure to a range of stimuli.11 During this period most puppies and kittens show a high willingness to explore and play and often show little fear when encountering new animals, people, objects, or experiences.6,12 If deprived of exposure to people, animals and situations they may have an increased risk of developing into adults who have problems with fear, aggression and arousals.12

Exposure to relevant stimuli during the sensitive period should begin with the puppy or kitten raiser by or before 3 weeks of age and then continue with the owner.13,14,15 Puppies and kittens will expose themselves at their own pace, given suitable opportunities, and their brains and behaviors will rapidly develop through to least 20 weeks of age. During appropriate exposure puppies and kittens will be comfortable and show no signs of anxiety or struggle when being handled, or when meeting unfamiliar friendly people and dogs. Fearful or shy puppies and kittens should be allowed to experience the world at their own speed, with every social encounter reinforced with biological rewards such as food and play. With continued exposure to people, places and things, many will continue to adapt their behaviors beyond 20 weeks.

Puppies—Puppies are most responsive to learning from exposure to unfamiliar dogs between the ages of 3 to 14 weeks.16 At 3 weeks of age, puppies will also readily interact with and explore a passive human.17,18,19 A puppy’s eyes and ears are well-developed by 3 weeks of age and they are now able to start bonding with the animals and people around them as well as to recognize features of the environment in which they live. Early socialization is highly desirable as if it does not occur until 5 weeks of age puppies may be wary on first presentation and by 7 weeks of age they will actively avoid
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the passive handler.

By 8-9 weeks of age most dogs are sufficiently neurologically developed that they are ready to start exploring unfamiliar social and physical environments. Data show that if they are prohibited from doing so until after 14 weeks of age they lose such flexibility and may be forever fearful in these situations.\textsuperscript{15} Such dogs may function well within extremely restricted social situations but will be fearful and reactive among unfamiliar people, pets or in environments outside of the house.

**Kittens**—The sensitive period for cats begins at 3 weeks of age but their receptivity to new experience wanes earlier than for puppies. To obtain maximum benefit from early exposure, kittens need to be exposed to people, other animals and novel environments by 9 weeks of age, and earlier exposure is strongly recommended. In general kittens benefit from early exposure to family members, other pets, visitors, grooming, veterinary visits and other life experiences. Pet cats with calm and outgoing temperaments experience better welfare and function as a more complete member of the family. Kitten classes may also assist kitten owners in learning about their new pet and thus help prevent future relinquishment of the kitten to a shelter. For these reasons a plan for the socialization of kittens by the kitten raiser and immediately after adoption should be developed.\textsuperscript{20,21}

**Socialization in the Natal Environment: 3-5 Weeks**

All puppies and kittens should be raised in a socially and physically enriched environment that provides diverse, positive experiences, of the appropriate intensity. What does this mean?

- They should have conspecifics (members of their own species) to interact with who are normal, friendly and outgoing. Orphaned puppies or kittens should be raised alongside conspecifics whenever possible to avoid the behavioral difficulties associated with hand-raised animals (e.g. inappropriate social behaviors and possibly aggression).\textsuperscript{22}
- They should get enough exposure to both familiar and unfamiliar people so that they learn to actively investigate or solicit attention from people rather than avoiding them or struggling. Additionally, the people should act in ways that are not scary to puppies and kittens.
- They should receive individual human handling away from their littermates on a daily basis where they are gently held and encouraged to assume various positions that will facilitate grooming and examination, and activities such as being placed in a carrier.
- They should be provided with toys of different textures in order to encourage play, and on a daily basis they should be exposed to a variety of objects, litter material, and different surfaces in order to encourage enjoyable exploration.

**Continuing Socialization: 8-12 Weeks**

Socialization often begins after the puppy or kitten is weaned from the litter and adopted. Generally puppies and kittens should remain with the litter until at least 8 weeks of age.\textsuperscript{5} They are often placed in a new home during or after the peak of their sensitive period and so this transition should be carefully managed.\textsuperscript{8,26}

At this age the puppy or kitten is more mobile. Activities will begin to occur outside the home but these should be limited to areas that are not used by with unvaccinated animals as vaccination coverage is not complete. Steps should be taken to avoid contact with dogs of unknown temperament, health or vaccination status or surfaces that may harbor disease vectors such as grass on public parks. Prior to full vaccination a common source of well-vaccinated playmates includes socialization classes and friend’s pets.

The new owner should always assume that the puppy or kitten has not been socialized prior to adoption. Because pet animals will most likely need to travel to different locations and interact with people and animals, owners will need to provide experiences that allow the young animal to build its
competence in coping with new experiences and interaction. The puppy or kitten should be in an enriched environment in which it has a variety of toys and structures and play should be encouraged. Socialization should include regular positive interactions with people, other dogs and cats and other animal species, especially of types they are likely to encounter throughout their life. It’s important that the interactions are supervised and puppies and kittens are not allowed to get overly-exuberant, causing an accidental injury and that the interactions not induce fear and anxiety.

Puppies and kitten may be enrolled in a socialization class outside the home as close to 8 weeks of age as possible if there is a well-run class in the area that is held indoors. However, class attendance alone is not sufficient. Rather socialization class is where owners are taught how to perform the various exercises and shown how to practice appropriate handling and inter-puppy/kitten interactions. All puppies and kittens in a class should have received their initial immunization and be free from signs of illness.

When it comes to exposure to humans, it is important that puppies and kittens gain positive exposure to diverse people of different genders, ethnicities, ages, and sizes. These people should be wear or carry a variety of hats and carry things such as umbrellas, briefcases or backpacks so that the puppy or kitten comes to accept these objects and people as non-threatening. Owners should watch specifically that the pet shows no signs of anxiety or fear in the presence of the unfamiliar people and the objects with them.

Puppies and kittens should be provided with positive experiences in the types of environments they may encounter throughout their life. Generally that includes neighborhoods with people and traffic, various surfaces including concrete, metal, linoleum, carpet, sand and slick surfaces. It is important that the owners allow animals to withdraw when anxious, but provide praise and treats as needed to encourage the animal to remain in a comfortable and relaxed or playful state.

For puppies this includes working to leash-train the puppy to follow on a leash (the same may be done for kittens as desired). Note that this phase of training requires that owners walk puppies before the puppy is fully vaccinated. Hence it’s important for owners to choose locations carefully. They should avoid areas with high likelihood of unvaccinated dogs such as dog parks and grassy areas that dogs frequent.

Owners should work on handling exercises to teach puppies and kittens to relax when placed or held in a position that allows handling or all parts of the body. Puppies and kittens should not be verbally or physically reprimanded for non-compliance, rather slower exposure is necessary.

**Lifelong Socialization**

Socialization opportunities should continue to be provided for the first nine to 12 months of life because reinforcement of the lessons in important for them to be remembered. Owners may find that their animal’s responsiveness to novel situations may vary over time, and this may include periods of increased fearfulnness where the animals shows heightened negative responses to everyday events. Furthermore owners should be aware that some dogs and cats have an innately more fearful temperament and need to be managed differently from individuals who are more bold or placid.

**Adopting an Adult Dog or Cat with an Unknown or Limited Socialization History**

Habituation of older animals to various stimuli and experiences can be more challenging but follows the same basic steps as for puppies and kittens. However, it must be recognized that adult animals will vary greatly in temperament, prior experience and adaptability. Care should be taken to develop a bond with the animal and provide a sense of security for the animal to allow them to cope with new experiences without distress. Animals that are timid or aggressive may require an extended period of introduction to their new environment and all of the activities their owners may wish them to take part in. It is equally important that the owner gets to know their new pet, develops realistic expectations, and manages their pet in a way that takes into account their specific temperament and needs. This may include ensuring
that their pet does not pose a safety risk to other people or animals. When a dog or cat shows significant or persistent fear or aggression, the assistance of an expert such as a veterinary behaviorist should be sought.

**Discussion**
These guidelines are not meant to imply that all exposure is equal, that all dogs and cats are ready for all exposures at the same time, that you stop exposing the animal when the animal is out of the sensitive period, or that if exposed, no animal will have problems. It is widely recognized that the course of socialization differs according to species and individual, and so it is important to observe the animal closely to determine his or her progress and respond to the needs for the specific animal.

**Summary-- Socialization Guidelines**
- Social exposure should begin at 3-4 weeks of age for kittens and 3-5 weeks of age for puppies.
- The owner must provide a deliberate program of social and environmental exposure for all puppies and kittens. Kittens do best when worked with by 9 weeks of age, and puppies by 12-14 weeks of age, but earlier is better.
- Exposure should include non-threatening, ideally positive, experiences with multiple animals of the same and other species, people, stimuli and common life experiences for pet animals such as handling and transportation.
- When well-managed puppy or kitten socialization classes are available, owners are encouraged to take advantage of these as a source of information and a safe environment for socialization and new learning activities.
- The animal’s responses to social and environmental experiences should be assessed and the program adapted to avoid fearful responses and provide positive experience in the face of novel stimuli and interactions.
- Social interactions should continue to be reinforced throughout the animal’s life as necessary to support good temperament and promote the wellbeing of the animal.
- Simply exposing adult animals who lacked early exposure to social situations will not likely meet their needs. These animals can benefit from individually paced interventional programs.
- For expert advice or when working with an animal that may have special needs owners are encouraged to design a socialization plan in consultation with their veterinarian and/or another animal behavior specialist.
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